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This book is about inductive databases and constraint-based data mining, emerging
research topics lying at the intersection of data mining and database research. The
aim of the book as to provide an overview of the state-of- the art in this novel and ex-
citing research area. Of special interest are the recent methods for constraint-based
mining of global models for prediction and clustering, the uniﬁcation of pattern
mining approaches through constraint programming, the clariﬁcation of the rela-
tionship between mining local patterns and global models, and the proposed inte-
grative frameworks and approaches for inducive databases. On the application side,
applications to practically relevant problems from bioinformatics are presented.
Inductive databases (IDBs) represent a database view on data mining and knowl-
edge discovery. IDBs contain not only data, but also generalizations (patterns and
models) valid in the data. In an IDB, ordinary queries can be used to access and ma-
nipulate data, while inductive queries can be used to generate (mine), manipulate,
and apply patterns and models. In the IDB framework, patterns and models become
”ﬁrst-class citizens” and KDD becomes an extended querying process in which both
the data and the patterns/models that hold in the data are queried.
The IDB framework is appealing as a general framework for data mining, be-
cause it employs declarative queries instead of ad-hoc procedural constructs. As
declarative queries are often formulated using constraints, inductive querying is
closely related to constraint-based data mining. The IDB framework is also ap-
pealing for data mining applications, as it supports the entire KDD process, i.e.,
nontrivial multi-step KDD scenarios, rather than just individual data mining opera-
tions.
The interconnected ideas of inductive databases and constraint-based mining
have the potential to radically change the theory and practice of data mining and
knowledge discovery. The book provides a broad and unifying perspective on the
ﬁeld of data mining in general and inductive databases in particular. The 18 chap-
ters in this state-of-the-art survey volume were selected to present a broad overview
of the latest results in the ﬁeld.
Unique content presented in the book includes constraint-based mining of global
models for prediction and clustering, including predictive models for structured out-
v
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puts and methods for bi-clustering; integration of mining local (frequent) patterns
and global models (for prediction and clustering); constraint-based mining through
constraint programming; integrative IDB approaches at the system and framework
level; and applications to relevant problems that attract strong interest in the bioin-
formatics area. We hope that the volume will increase in relevance with time, as we
witness the increasing trends to store patterns and models (produced by humans or
learned from data) in addition to data, as well as retrieve, manipulate, and combine
them with data.
This book contains sixteen chapters presenting recent research on the topics of
inductive databases and queries, as well as constraint-based data, conducted within
the project IQ (Inductive Queries for mining patterns and models), funded by the EU
under contract number IST-2004-516169. It also contains two chapters on related
topics by researchers coming from outside the project (Siebes and Puspitaningrum;
Wicker et al.)
This book is divided into four parts. The ﬁrst part describes the foundations
of and frameworks for inductive databases and constraint-based data mining. The
second part presents a variety of techniques for constraint-based data mining or
inductive querying. The third part presents integration approaches to inductive
databases. Finally, the fourth part is devoted to applications of inductive querying
and constraint-based mining techniques in the area of bioinformatics.
The ﬁrst, introductory, part of the book contains four chapters. Dzˇeroski ﬁrst
introduces the topics of inductive databases and constraint-based data mining and
gives a brief overview of the area, with a focus on the recent developments within
the IQ project. Panov et al. then present a deep ontology of data mining. Blockeel
et al. next present a practical comparative study of existing data-mining/inductive
query languages. Finally, De Raedt et al. are concerned with mining under compos-
ite constraints, i.e., answering inductive queries that are Boolean combinations of
primitive constraints.
The second part contains six chapters presenting constraint-based mining tech-
niques. Besson et al. present a uniﬁed view on itemset mining under constraints
within the context of constraint programming. Bringmann et al. then present a num-
ber of techniques for integrating the mining of (frequent) patterns and classiﬁcation
models. Struyf and Dzˇeroski next discuss constrained induction of predictive clus-
tering trees. Bingham then gives an overview of techniques for ﬁnding segmenta-
tions of sequences, some of these being able to handle constraints. Cerf et al. discuss
constrained mining of cross-graph cliques in dynamic networks. Finally, De Raedt
et al. introduce ProbLog, a probabilistic relational formalism, and discuss inductive
querying in this formalism.
The third part contains four chapters discussing integration approaches to induc-
tive databases. In the Mining Views approach (Blockeel et al.), the user can query
the collection of all possible patterns as if they were stored in traditional relational
tables. Wicker et al. present SINDBAD, a prototype of an inductive database sys-
tem that aims to support the complete knowledge discovery process. Siebes and
Puspitaningrum discuss the integration of inductive and ordinary queries (relational
algebra). Finally, Vanschoren and Blockeel present experiment databases.
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The fourth part of the book, contains four chapters dealing with applications in
the area of bioinformatics (and chemoinformatics). Vens et al. describe the use of
predictive clustering trees for predicting gene function. Slavkov and Dzˇeroski de-
scribe several applications of predictive clustering trees for the analysis of gene
expression data. Rigotti et al. describe how to use mining of frequent patterns on
strings to discover putative transcription factor binding sites in gene promoter se-
quences. Finally, King et al. discuss a very ambitious application scenario for in-
ductive querying in the context of a robot scientist for drug design.
The content of the book is described in more detail in the last two sections of the
introductory chapter by Dzˇeroski.
We would like to conclude with a word of thanks to those that helped bring this
volume to life: This includes (but is not limited to) the contributing authors, the
referees who reviewed the contributions, the members of the IQ project and the
various funding agencies. A more complete listing of acknowledgements is given in
the Acknowledgements section of the book.
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Chapter 13
Patterns on Queries
Arno Siebes and Diyah Puspitaningrum
Abstract One of the most important features of any database system is that it sup-
ports queries. For example, in relational databases one can construct new tables
from the stored tables using relational algebra. For an inductive database, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the stored tables have been modelled. The problem we study
in this chapter is: do the models available on the stored tables help to model the
table constructed by a query? To focus the discussion, we concentrate on one type
of modelling, i.e., computing frequent item sets. This chapter is based on results
reported in two earlier papers [12, 13]. Unifying the approaches advocated by those
papers as well as comparing them is the main contribution of this chapter.
13.1 Introduction
By far the most successful type of DBMS is relational. In a relational database, the
data is stored in tables and a query constructs a new table from these stored tables
using, e.g., relational algebra [5]. While querying an inductive relational database,
the user will, in general, not only be interested in the table that the query yields,
but also -if not more- in particular models induced from that result-table. Since
inductive databases have models as ﬁrst-class citizens -meaning they can be stored
and queried- it is reasonable to assume that the original, stored, tables are already
modelled. Hence, a natural question is: does knowing a model on the original tables
help in inducing a model on the result of a query?
Slightly more formally, let MDB be the model we induced from database DB and
letQ be a query onDB. Does knowingMDB help in inducing a modelMQ onQ(DB),
i.e., on the result of Q when applied to DB. For example, if MDB is a classiﬁer and
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Q selects a subset of DB, does knowing MDB help the induction of a new classiﬁer
MQ on the subset Q(DB)?
This formulation is only slightly more formal as the term “help” is a non-
technical and, thus, ill-deﬁned concept. In this chapter, we will formalise “help”
in two different ways. Firstly, in the sense that we can compute MQ directly from
MDB without consulting either DB or Q(DB). While this is clearly the most elegant
way to formalise “help”, it puts such stringent requirements on the class of mod-
els we consider that the answer to our question becomes no for many interesting
model-classes; we’ll exhibit one in this chapter.
Hence, secondly, we interpret “help”, far less ambitiously, as meaning “speeding-
up” the computation of MQ. That is, let A lg be the algorithm used to induce MDB
fromDB, i.e.,A lg(DB) =MDB. We want to transformA lg into an algorithmA lg∗,
which takes MDB as extra input such that
A lg∗(Q(DB),MDB)≈A lg(Q(DB))
Note that we do not ask for exactly the same model, approximately the same answer
is acceptable if the speed-up is considerable. In fact, for many application areas,
such as marketing, a good enough model rather than the best model is all that is
required.
The problem as stated is not only relevant in the context of inductive databases,
but also in existing data mining practice. In the data mining literature, the usual
assumption is that we are given some database that has to be mined. In practice,
however, this assumption is usually not met. Rather, the construction of the mining
database is often one of the hardest parts of the KDD process [9]. The data often
resides in a data warehouse or in multiple databases, and the mining database is
constructed from these underlying databases.
From most perspectives, it is not very interesting to know whether one mines a
specially constructed database or an original database. For example, if the goal is to
build the best possible classiﬁer on that data set, the origins of the database are of
no importance whatsoever.
It makes a difference, however, if the underlying databases have already been
modelled. Then, like with inductive databases, one would hope that knowing such
models would help in modelling the specially constructed mining database. For ex-
ample, if we have constructed a classiﬁer on a database of customers, one would
hope that this would help in developing a classiﬁer for the female customers only.
In other words, the problem occurs both in the context of inductive databases and
in the everyday practice of data miners. Hence, it is a relevant problem, but isn’t it
trivial? After all, if MDB is a good model on DB, it is almost always also a good
model on a random subset of DB; almost always, because a random subset may be
highly untypical. The problem is, however, not trivial because queries in general do
not compute a random subset. Rather, queries construct a very speciﬁc result.
For the usual “project-select-join” queries, there is not even a natural way in
which the query-result can be seen as subset of the original database. Even if Q is
just a “select”-query, the result is usually not random and MDB can even be highly
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misleading onQ(DB). This is nicely illustrated by the well-known example of Simp-
son’s Paradox on Berkeley’s admission data [3]. Overall, 44% of the male applicants
were admitted, while only 35% of the females were admitted. Four of the six depart-
ments, however, have a bias that is in favour of female applicants. While the overall
model may be adequate for certain purposes, it is woefully inadequate for a query
that selects a single department.
In other words, we do address a relevant and non-trivial problem. Addressing
the problem, in either sense of “help”, for all possible model classes and/or algo-
rithms is, unfortunately, too daunting a task for this chapter. In the sense of “direct
construction” it would require a discussion of all possible model classes, which is
too large a set to consider (and would result in a rather boring discussion). In the
“speed-up and approximation” sense it would require either a transformation of all
possible induction algorithms or a generic transformation that would transform any
such algorithm to one with the required properties. The former would, again, be far
too long, while a generic transformation is unlikely to exist.
Therefore we restrict ourselves to one type of model, i.e., frequent item sets [1]
and one induction algorithm, i.e., our own KRIMP algorithm [14]. The structure of
this chapter is as follows. In the next section, Section 13.2, we introduce our data,
models -that is code-tables-, and the KRIMP algorithm. Next, in Section 13.3 we
investigate the “direct computation” interpretation of “help” in the context of fre-
quent item set mining. This is followed in Section 13.4 by the introduction of a
transformed variant of KRIMP for the “speed-up” interpretation of “help”. In Sec-
tion 13.5, we discuss and compare these two approaches. The chapter ends with
conclusions and prospects for further research.
13.2 Preliminaries
In this section we give a brief introduction to the data, models, and algorithms as
used in this chapter.
13.2.1 Data
In this chapter we restrict ourselves to databases with categorical data only, the
biggest impact being that we do not consider real-valued attributes. Moreover, rather
than using the standard representation for relational databases, we represent them as
transaction databases familiar from item set mining. After brieﬂy introducing such
databases, we will brieﬂy discuss how a (categorical) relational database can be
transformed into such a transaction database. Moreover, for each relational algebra
operator, we will brieﬂy discuss how they should be interpreted in the transaction
setting.
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13.2.1.1 Transaction Databases
The problem of frequent item set mining [1] can be described as follows. The basis
is a set of itemsI , e.g., the items for sale in a store; |I |= n. A transaction t is a set
of items, i.e., t ∈P(I ) in which P(X) denotes the power set of X . For example,
t represents the set of items a client bought at the store. A table (normally called a
database) overI is simply a bag of transactions, e.g., the different sale transactions
in the store on a given day.
A transaction database is a set of transaction tables that is related through the
familiar key-foreign key mechanism known from the relational model [5]. With-
out loss of generality we assume that there is at most one key-foreign key relation
between any two tables. That is, we assume that the join between two tables is un-
ambiguous without explicit key-foreign key identiﬁcation.
An item set I ⊂ I occurs in a transaction t ∈ T iff I ⊆ t. The support of I in
T , denoted by supT (I) is the number of transactions in the table in which t occurs.
The problem of frequent item set mining is: given a threshold min-sup, determine
all item sets I such that supT (I)≥min-sup. These frequent item sets represent, e.g.,
sets of items customers buy together often enough.
Based on the A Priori property,
I ⊆ J ⇒ supT (I)≥ supT (J),
reasonably efﬁcient frequent item set miners exist.
13.2.1.2 Relational Databases as Transaction Databases
Transforming a relational database into a transaction database is straight-forward.
Let T be a table in the relational databaseDB, having (non-key) attributes A1, . . . ,Ak.
Let the (ﬁnite!) domain of Ai be Di = {di,1, . . .di,mi}. Then we deﬁne the set of






The “transactiﬁed” table T ′ is then deﬁned over the items in IT . The “transacti-
ﬁed” version t ′ ∈ T ′ of a t ∈ T is given by:
“Ai = d′′i, j ∈ t ′ ⇔ t.Ai = di, j
The keys and foreign keys of T are simply copied in T ′.
Note that this is not the most efﬁcient way to encode a relational database as a
transaction database. However, the efﬁciency of this encoding is irrelevant in this
chapter. Moreover, while being inefﬁcient, it is the most intuitive encoding; which
is far more important for the purposes of this chapter.
From now on, we assume that all our databases are transaction databases.
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13.2.1.3 Relational Algebra on Transaction Databases
To investigate models on the results of queries, we have to make our query language
precise. Since we focus on relational databases -albeit in their “transactiﬁed” form- a
relational query language is the obvious choice. Of these query languages, relational
algebra is the most suited. More precisely, we focus on the usual “select-project-
join” queries. That is, on the selection operator σ , the projection operator π , and the
(equi-)join operator ; see [5].
We interpret these operators on transactions in the intuitive way. That is, σ selects
those transactions that satisfy the selection predicate. The projection π returns that
part of each transaction that is speciﬁed by the projection predicate. That is, we do
not take the original relational representation into account. More in particular, this
means that we, e.g., project on Ai = di, j rather than on Ai. The former is more natural
in the transaction context and the latter can easily be simulated by the former.
Finally the join is computed using key-foreign key relations only. That is, itself
does not have items -attribute-value pairs- in its predicate. The reason is that such
further selections can easily be accomplished using σ
Two ﬁnal remarks on the queries in this chapter are the following, Firstly, as usual
in the database literature, we use bag semantics. That is, we do allow duplicates
tuples in tables and query results.
Secondly, as mentioned in the introduction, the mining database is constructed
fromDB using queries. Given the compositionality of the relational algebra, we may
assume, again without loss of generality, that the analysis database is constructed
using one query Q. That is, the analysis database is Q(DB), for some relational
algebra expression Q. Since DB is ﬁxed, we will often simply write Q for Q(DB);
that is, we will use Q to denote both the query and its result.
13.2.2 Models
In this paper we consider two different types of models. The ﬁrst is simply the set
of all frequent item sets. The second are the models as computed by our KRIMP
algorithm [14]. Since this later kind of model is less well-known, we provide a brief
review of thses models.
The models computed by KRIMP consist of two components. First a constant -the
same for all possible models- component, the COVER algorithm. Second a variable
-database dependent- component, a code table.
Given a preﬁx code C a code table CT over I and C is a two-column table
containing item sets and codes such that:
• each I ∈P(I ) and eachC ∈ C occurs at most once inCT
• all the singleton item sets occur inCT
• The item sets in the code table are ordered descending on 1) item set length and
2) support size and 3) lexicographically.
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Slightly abusing notation we say I ∈CT andC ∈CT .
To encode a database with a code table, each transaction is partitioned into item
sets in the code table:
COVER(CT, t)
If there exists I ∈CT such that I ⊆ t
Then Res := {I} where I is the ﬁrst such element
If t \ I = /0
Then Res := Res∪COVER(CT, t \ I)
Else Fail
Return Res
D can be encoded byCT using COVER in the obvious way:
• compute the cover of each transaction t ∈ D
• replace each I ∈ COVER(CT, t) by its code and concatenate these codes
Decoding is similarly easy becauseC is a preﬁx code:
• determine the codes in the code string
• take the union of the item sets that belong to these codes
Deﬁned in this way, not all code tables are equally satisfying as a model of a given
database DB. For, CT may assign very long codes to things that occur very often in
DB, while it may assign very short codes to rare things. This is clearly unsatisfactory.
We want the encoding to be optimal given the item sets in the code table.
The usage of an I ∈CT while coding DB is deﬁned by:
usage(I) = |{t ∈ DB|I ∈ COVER(CT, t)}|




A Shannon code, which always exists [7], forCT is a preﬁx code with:
length(code(I)) =− log(P(I))
Such a code is optimal in the sense that the more often a code is used, the shorter
its length is. From now on we assume that the code tables we consider have such
Shannon-codes for database DB.
13.2.3 Algorithms
To induce the frequent item sets used in Section 13.3 we simply use one of the well-
known frequent item set miners. For the code tables used in Section 13.4 we use our
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KRIMP algorithm, since this is not as well-known, we provide a brief introduction
here. For a more detailed description please refer to [14].
13.2.3.1 MDL for Code Tables
Even if all code tables we consider have Shannon optimal codes, not all such code
tables are equally good models for DB. For example, there is one that contains the
singleton item sets only. This is a model that speciﬁes nothing about the correlation
between the various items. To determine the best code table, we use the Minimum
Description Length principle (MDL).
MDL [10] embraces the slogan Induction by Compression. It can be roughly
described as follows.
Given a set of models1 H , the best model H ∈H is the one that minimises
L(H)+L(D|H)
in which
• L(H) is the length, in bits, of the description of H, and
• L(D|H) is the length, in bits, of the description of the data when encoded with
H.
One can paraphrase this by: the smaller L(H)+L(D|H), the better H models D. In
our terminology we want the code table that compresses DB best.
We already know how to compute the size of the compressed database. Simply
encode DB and add the lengths of all the codes, which are Shannon optimal. That
is,
L(DB|CT ) =− ∑
I∈CT : f req(I)=0
usage(I) log(P(I))
Note that the stipulation f req(I) = 0 is only there because we require that all sin-
gleton item sets are present inCT . All other item sets are only present inCT if they
are actually used.
Similarly, we already know the size in bits of the second column of CT , it is
simply the sum of the sizes of all codes in DB. So, we only have to determine the
size in bits of the ﬁrst column, i.e,. of all the item sets inCT .
To determine that size we encode those item sets with the code table for DB that
consists of the singleton item sets only.
• this means we can reconstruct D up to the actual label of the i ∈I .
This is actually a good feature. It means, among other things, that the model we ﬁnd
does not depend on the actual language used to describe the data.
The size of the left-hand column is the sum of these encoded sizes, The size of
CT , denoted by L(CT ) is simply the sum of the sizes of the two columns. Hence,
for a given database DB we have:
1 MDL-theorists tend to talk about hypothesis in this context, hence theH ; see [10] for the details.
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L (CT,DB) = L(CT )+L(DB|CT )
Note that we omit the size of COVER as it is the same for all databases and code
tables. That is, it is just an additive constant, which does not inﬂuence the search for
the optimal model.
13.2.3.2 KRIMP
Unfortunately, ﬁnding the best code table is too expensive. Therefore we use a
heuristic algorithm called KRIMP. KRIMP starts with a valid code table (only the
collection of singletons) and a sorted list of candidates (frequent item sets). These
candidates are assumed to be sorted descending on 1) support size, 2) item set length
and 3) lexicographically. Each candidate item set is considered by inserting it at the
right position in CT and calculating the new total compressed size. A candidate
is only kept in the code table iff the resulting total size is smaller than it was be-
fore adding the candidate. If it is kept, all other elements of CT are reconsidered
to see if they still positively contribute to compression. The whole process is illus-
trated in Figure 13.1; see [14]. If we assume a ﬁxed minimum support threshold
for a database, KRIMP has only one essential parameter: the database. For, given
the database and the (ﬁxed) minimum support threshold, the candidate list is also
speciﬁed. Hence, we will simply write CTDB and KRIMP(DB), to denote the code
table induced by KRIMP from DB. Similarly CTQ and KRIMP(Q) denote the code
table induced by KRIMP from the result of applying query Q to DB.
Fig. 13.1 KRIMP in action
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13.3 Frequent Item Set Mining
The goal of this section is to investigate whether we can determine the set of frequent
item sets on Q(DB) without consulting Q(DB). Rather, we are given the frequent
item sets on DB and the query Q and from that only we should determine the fre-
quent item sets on Q(DB). That is, we want to lift the relational operators to sets of
frequent item sets.
13.3.1 Selection
The relational algebra operator σ (select) is a mapping:
σ :B(D)→B(D)
in whichB(D) denotes all possible bags over domain D.
Lifting means that we are looking for an operator σ(D,A lg) that makes the diagram
in Figure 13.2 commute: Such diagrams are well-known in , e.g., category theory
[2] and the standard interpretation is:
A lg◦σ = σ(D,A lg) ◦A lg
In other words, ﬁrst inducing the model using algorithmA lg followed by the appli-
cation of the lifted selection operator σ(D,A lg) yields the same result as ﬁrst applying
the standard selection operator σ followed by induction with algorithm A lg.
In fact, we are willing to settle for commutation of the diagram in a loose sense:
That is, if we are able to give reasonable support bounds for those item sets whose
support we can not determine exactly, we are satisﬁed.
For frequent item sets the three basic selections are σI=0, σI=1, and σI1=I2 . More
complicated selections can be made by conjunctions of these basic comparisons. We
look at the different basic selections in turn.
First consider σI=0. If it is applied to a table, all transactions in which I occurs
are removed from that table. Hence, all item sets that contain I get a support of
zero in the resulting table. For those item sets in which I doesn’t occur, we have to
compute which part of their support consists of transactions in which I does occur
and subtract that number. Hence, for support for item sets J, we have:
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supσI=0(T )(J) =
{
0 if I ∈ J,
supT (J)− supT (J∪{I}) otherwise.
If we apply σI=1 to the table, all transactions in which I doesn’t occur are re-
moved from the table. In other words, the support of item sets that contain I doesn’t
change. For those item sets that do not contain I, the support is given by those trans-
actions that also contained I. Hence, we have:
supσI=1(T )(J) =
{
supT (J) if I ∈ J,
supT (J∪{I}) otherwise.
If we apply σI1=I2 to the table, the only transactions that remain are those that
either contain both I1 and I2 or neither. In other words, for frequent item sets that
contain both, the support remains the same. For all others, the support changes.
For those item sets J that contain just one of the Ii the support will be the support of
J∪{I1, I2}. For those that contain neither of the Ii, we have to correct for those trans-
actions that contain one of the Ii in their support. If we denote this by supT (J¬I1¬I2)
(a support that can be easily computed) We have:
supσI1=I2 (T )(J) =
{
supT (J∪{I1, I2}) if {I1, I2}∩ J = /0,
supT (J¬I1¬I2) otherwise.
Clearly, we can also “lift” conjunctions of the basic selections, simply processing
one at the time. So, in principle, we can lift all selections for frequent item sets. But
only in principle, because we need the support of item sets that are not necessarily
frequent. Frequent item sets are a lossy model (not all aspects of the data distribution
are modelled) and that can have its repercussions: in general the lifting will not be
commutative. In our loose sense of “commutativity”, the situation is slightly better.
For, we can give reasonable bounds for the resulting supports; for those supports we
do not know are bounded (from above) by min-sup.
We haven’t mentioned constraints [11] so far. Constraints in frequent item set
mining are the pre-dominant way to select a subset of the frequent item sets. In
general the constraints studied do not correspond to selections on the database. The
exception is the class of succinct anti-monotone constraints introduced in [11]. For
these constraints there is such a selection (that is what succinct means) and the
constraint can be pushed into the algorithm. This means we get the commutative
diagram in Figure 13.3. Note that in this case we know that the diagonal arrow
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Fig. 13.4 Lifting projections
M







makes the bottom right triangle commute in the strict sense of the word. For the
upper left triangle, as well as the square, our previous analysis remains true.
13.3.2 Project
For the projection operator π , we have a new domain D1 such that D = D1 ×D2.
Projection on D1 has thus as signature:
πD1 :B(D)→B(D1)
Hence, we try to ﬁnd an operator πA lgD1 that makes the diagram in Figure 13.4 com-
mute. Note that D1 is spanned by the set of variables (or items) we project on.
We project on a set of itemsJ ⊆I , let J ⊆I be a frequent item set. There are
three cases to consider:
1. if J ⊆J , then all transactions in the support of J will simply remain in the table,
hence J will remain frequent.
2. if J∩J = /0, then J∩J is also frequent and will remain in the set of frequent
item sets.
3. if J∩J = /0, then its support will vanish.
In other words, ifF denotes the set of all frequent item sets, then:
πJ (F ) = {J ∈F |J ⊆J }
Clearly, this method of lifting will make the diagram commute in the strict sense if
we use absolute minimal frequency. In other words, for projections, frequent item
sets do capture enough of the underlying data distribution to allow lifting.
13.3.3 EquiJoin
The equijoin has as signature:
:B(D1)×B(D2)→B(D1  D2)
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Fig. 13.5 Lifting the equijoin
M ×M 




 B(D1  D2)
A lg

Hence, the diagram we want to make commute is given in Figure 13.5. The join can
be computed, though not very efﬁciently, starting with the Cartesian product of the
two tables. Since in extreme cases, the equi-join equals the Cartesian product, we
discuss that operator.
Let J1 be a frequent item set for the ﬁrst table and J2 for the second. The fre-
quency of the pair on the Cartesian product of the two tables is simply given by:
supT1×T2(J1,J2) = supT1(J1)× supT2(J2)
While this is easy to compute, it means again that in general we will not be able
to compute all frequent item sets on the Cartesian product without consulting the
database. Even if we set the minimal frequency to the product of the two minimal
frequencies, the combination of an infrequent item set on one database with a fre-
quent one on the other may turn out to be frequent.
In other words, we cannot even make the diagram commute in the approximate
sense of the word. For, the bound is given by max{|T1| × (min-sup − 1), |T2| ×
( min-sup −1)}, which is hardly a reasonable bound.
Given that the number of joins possible in a database is limited and known be-
forehand, we may make our lives slightly easier. That is, we may allow ourselves to
do some pre-computations.
Assume that we compute the tables T 21 = πT1(T1  T2) and T
1
2 = πT2(T1  T2)
and their frequent item sets, sayF 21 andF
1
2 , off-line. Are those sets enough to lift
the join? For the extreme case, the Cartesian product, the answer is clearly: yes. By
“blowing” up the original tables we add enough information to compute the support
of any item set in the join iff that item set exceeds the minimal support.
Unfortunately, the same is not true for the join in general. Since we cannot see
from eitherF 21 orF
1
2 which combinations of frequent item sets will actually occur
in (T1  T2). That is, we can only compute a superset of the frequent item sets on
the join.
Hence, the only way to lift the join is to compute and store the frequent item sets
on all possible joins. While this is doable given the limited number of possible joins,
this can hardly count as lifting.
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13.3.4 Discussion
The fact that lifting the relational algebra operators to sets of frequent item sets
is only partially possible should hardly come as a surprise: the min-sup constraint
makes this into an inherently lossy model. For models that do try to capture the
complete distribution, such as Baysian networks, one would expect far better results;
see [12] for a discussion of lifting for such networks.
13.4 Transforming KRIMP
Recall from the Introduction that the problem we investigate in this Section is that
we want to transform an induction algorithmA lg into an algorithmA lg∗ that takes
at least two inputs, i.e, both Q andMDB, such that:
1. A lg∗ gives a reasonable approximation of A lg when applied to Q, i.e.,
A lg∗(Q,MDB)≈MQ
2. A lg∗(Q,MDB) is simpler to compute thanMQ.
The second criterion is easy to formalise: the runtime of A lg∗ should be shorter
than that of A lg. The ﬁrst one is harder. What do we mean that one model is an
approximation of another? Moreover, what does it mean that it is a reasonable ap-
proximation?
Before we discuss how KRIMP can be transformed and provide experimental
evidence that our approach works, we ﬁrst formalise this notion of approximation.
13.4.1 Model Approximation
The answer to the question of how to formalise that one model approximates another
depends very much on the goal. If A lg induces classiﬁers, approximation should
probably be deﬁned in terms of prediction accuracy, e.g., on the Area Under the
ROC-curve (AUC).
KRIMP computes code tables. Hence, the quick approximating algorithm we are
looking for, KRIMP∗ in the notation used above, also has to compute code tables.
So, one way to deﬁne the notion of approximation is by comparing the resulting
code tables. Let CTKRIMP be the code table computed by KRIMP and similarly, let
CTKRIMP∗ denote the code table computed by KRIMP∗ on the same data set. The
more similarCTKRIMP∗ is toCTKRIMP, the better KRIMP∗ approximates KRIMP.
While this is intuitively a good way to proceed, it is far from obvious how to
compare two code tables. Fortunately, we do not need to compare code tables di-
rectly. KRIMP is based on MDL and MDL offers another way to compare models,
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i.e., by their compression-rate. Note that using MDL to deﬁne “approximation” has
the advantage that we can formalise our problem for a larger class of algorithms
than just KRIMP. It is formalised for all algorithms that are based on MDL. MDL is
quickly becoming a popular formalism in data mining research, see, e.g., [8] for an
overview of other applications of MDL in data mining.
What we are interested in is comparing two algorithms on the same data set, i.e.,
on Q(DB). Slightly abusing notation, we will write L (A lg(Q)) for L(A lg(Q))+
L(Q(DB)|A lg(Q)), similarly, we will write L (A lg∗(Q,MDB)). Then, we are in-
terested in comparingL (A lg∗(Q,MDB)) toL (A lg(Q)). The closer the former is
to the latter, the better the approximation is.
Just taking the difference of the two, however, can be quite misleading. Take, e.g.,
two databases db1 and db2 sampled from the same underlying distribution, such that
db1 is far bigger than db2. Moreover, ﬁx a model H. Then necessarily L(db1|H) is
bigger than L(db2|H). In other words, big absolute numbers do not necessarily mean
very much. We have to normalise the difference to get a feeling for how good the
approximation is. Therefore we deﬁne the asymmetric dissimilarity measure (ADM)
as follows [15].
Deﬁnition 13.1. Let H1 and H2 be two models for a dataset D. The asymmetric




Note that this dissimilarity measure is related to the Normalised Compression Dis-
tance [4]. The reason why we use this asymmetric version is that we have a “gold
standard”. We want to know how far our approximate result A lg∗(Q,MDB) devi-
ates from the optimal result A lg(Q).
The remaining question is, of course, what ADM scores indicate a good approx-
imation? In a previous paper [15], we took two random samples from data sets, say
D1 and D2. Code tables CT1 and CT2 were induced from D1 and D2 respectively.
Next we tested how wellCTi compressed Dj. For the four data sets also used in this
paper, Iris, Led7, Pima and, PageBlocks, the “other” code table compressed 16%
to 18% worse than the “own” code table; the ﬁgures for other data sets are in the
same ball-park. In other words, an ADM score of 0.2 is in-line with the “natural
variation” in a data set. If it gets much higher, it shows that the two code tables are
rather different.
Clearly, ADM(A lg∗(Q,MDB),A lg(Q)) does not only depend on A lg∗ and on
A lg, but also very much on Q. We do not seek a low ADM on one particular Q,
rather we want to have a reasonable approximation on all possible queries. Re-
quiring that the ADM is equally small on all possible queries seems too strong a
requirement. Some queries might result in a very untypical subset of DB, the ADM
is probably higher on the result of such queries than it is on queries that result in
more typical subsets. Hence, it is more reasonable to require that the ADM is small
most of the time. This is formalised through the notion of an (ε,δ )-approximation
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Deﬁnition 13.2. Let DB be a database and let Q be a random query on DB. More-
over, let A lg1 and A lg2 be two data mining algorithms on DB. Let ε ∈ R be the
threshold for the maximal acceptable ADM score and δ ∈ R be the error tolerance
for this maximum. A lg1 is an (ε,δ )-approximation of A lg2 iff
P(ADM(A lg1(Q),A lg2(Q))> ε)< δ
13.4.2 Transforming KRIMP
Given that KRIMP results in a code table, there is only one sensible way in which
KRIMP(DB) can be re-used to compute KRIMP(Q): provide KRIMP only with the
item sets in CTDB as candidates. While we change nothing to the algorithm, we’ll
use the notation KRIMP∗ to indicate that KRIMP got only code table elements as
candidates. So, e.g., KRIMP∗(Q) is the code table that KRIMP induces from Q(DB)
using the item sets inCTDB only.
Given our general problem statement, we now have to show that KRIMP∗ satisﬁes
our two requirements for a transformed algorithm. That is, we have to show for a
random database DB:
• For reasonable values for ε and δ , KRIMP∗ is an (ε,δ )-approximation of KRIMP,









• Moreover, we have to show that it is faster to compute KRIMP∗(Q) than it is to
compute KRIMP(Q).
Neither of these two properties can be formally proven, if only because KRIMP and
thus KRIMP∗ are both heuristic algorithms. Rather, we report on extensive tests of
these two requirements.
13.4.3 The Experiments
In this subsection, we describe our experimental set-up. First we brieﬂy describe the
data sets we used. Next we discuss the queries used for testing. Finally we describe
how the tests were performed.
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13.4.3.1 The Data Sets
To test our hypothesis that KRIMP∗ is a good and fast approximation of KRIMP, we
have performed extensive tests mostly on 6 well-known UCI [6] data sets and one
data set from the KDDcup 2004.
In particular, we have used the data sets connect, adult, chessBig, letRecog,
PenDigits and mushroom from UCI. These data sets were chosen because they are
well suited for KRIMP. Some of the other data sets in the UCI repository are simply
too small for KRIMP to perform well. MDL needs a reasonable amount of data to
be able to function. Some other data sets are very dense. While KRIMP performs
well on these very dense data sets, choosing them would have turned our extensive
testing prohibitively time-consuming.
Since all these data sets are single table data sets, they do not allow testing with
queries involving joins. To test such queries, we used tables from the “Hepatitis
Medical Analysis”2 of the KDDcup 2004. From this relational database we selected
the tables bio and hemat. The former contains biopsy results, while the latter con-
tains results on hematological analysis. The original tables have been converted to
item set data and rows with missing data have been removed.
13.4.3.2 The Queries
To test our hypothesis, we need to consider randomly generated queries. On ﬁrst
sight this appears a daunting task. Firstly, because the set of all possible queries is
very large. How do we determine a representative set of queries? Secondly, many of
the generated queries will have no or very few results. If the query has no results,
the hypothesis is vacuously true. If the result is very small, MDL (and thus KRIMP)
doesn’t perform very well.
To overcome these problems, we restrict ourselves to queries that are built by
using selections (σ ), projections (π), and joins () only. The rationale for this choice
is twofold. Firstly, simple queries will have, in general, larger results than more
complex queries. Secondly, we have seen in Section 13.3 that lifting these operators
is already a problem.
13.4.3.3 The Experiments
The experiments preformed for each of the queries on each of the data sets were
generated as follows.
Projection: The projection queries were generated by randomly choosing a set
X of n items, for n ∈ {1,3,5,7,9}. The generated query is then πX . That is,
the elements of X are projected out of each of the transactions. For example,
π{I1,I3}({I1, I2, I3}) = {I2}. For this case, the code table elements generated on
2 http://lisp.vse.cz/challenge/
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the complete data set were projected in the same way. For each value of n, 10
random sets X were generated on each data set.
As an aside, note that the rationale for limiting X to maximally 9 elements is that
for larger values too many result sets became too small for meaningful results.
Selection: The random selection queries were again generated by randomly choos-
ing a set X of n items, with n∈ {1,2,3,4}. Next for each random item Ii a random
value vi (0 or 1) in its domain Di was chosen. Finally, for each Ii in X a random
θi ∈ {=, =} was chosen. The generated query is thus σ(∧Ii∈X Iiθivi). As in the
previous case, we performed 10 random experiments on each of the data sets for
each of the values of n.
Project-Select: The random project-select queries generated are essentially com-
binations of the simple projection and selection queries as explained above. The
only difference is that we used n ∈ {1,3} for the projection and n ∈ {1,2} for
the selections. That is we select on 1 or 2 items and we project away either 1 or
3 items. The size of the results is, of course, again the rationale for this choice.
For each of the four combinations, we performed 100 random experiments on
each of the data sets: ﬁrst we chose randomly the selection (10 times for each
selection), for each such selection we performed 10 random projections.
Project-Select-Join: Since we only use one “multi-relational” data set and there
is only one possible way to join the bio and hemat tables, we could not do ran-
dom tests for the join operator. However, in combination with projections and
selections, we can perform random tests. These tests consist of randomly gener-
ated project-select queries on the join of bio and hemat. In this two-table case,
KRIMP∗ got as input all pairs (I1,I2) in which I1 is an item set in the code
table of the “blown-up” version of bio, and I2 is an item set in the code table
of the “blown-up” version of hemat. Again we select on 1 or 2 items and we
project away either 1 or 3 items. And, again, we performed again 100 random
experiments on the database for each of the four combinations; as above.
13.4.4 The Results
In this subsection we give an overview of the results of the experiments described in
the previous section. Each test query is brieﬂy discussed in its own subsubsection.
13.4.4.1 Projection Queries
In Figure 13.6 the results of the random projection queries on the letRecog data set
are visualised. The marks in the picture denote the averages over the 10 experiments,
while the error bars denote the standard deviation. Note that, while not statistically
signiﬁcant, the average ADM grows with the number of attributes projected away.
This makes sense, since the more attributes are projected away, the smaller the result
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Fig. 13.6 Projection results
on letRecog
set becomes. On the other data sets, KRIMP∗ performs similarly. Since this is also
clear from the project-select query results, we do not provide all details here.
13.4.4.2 Selection Queries
The results of the random selection queries on the penDigits data set are visualised
in Figure 13.7. For the same reason as above, it makes sense that the average ADM
grows with the number of attributes selected on. Note, however, that the ADM aver-
ages for selection queries seem much larger than those for projection queries. These
numbers are, however, not representative for the results on the other data sets. It
turned out that penDigits is actually too small and sparse to test KRIMP∗ seriously.
In the remainder of our results section, we do not report further results on penDig-
its. The reason why we report on it here is to illustrate that even on rather small
and sparse data sets KRIMP∗ still performs reasonably well. On all other data sets
KRIMP∗ performs far better, as will become clear next.
Fig. 13.7 Selection results on
penDigits
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Table 13.1 The results of Project-Select Queries
ADM ± STD connect adult chessBig letRecog mushroom
Select 1 Project out 1 0.1 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.02
Project out 3 0.1 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.03 0.1 ± 0.01 0.3 ± 0.16
Select 2 Project out 1 0.2 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.04
Project out 3 0.2 ± 0.02 0.1 ± 0.01 0.1 ± 0.03 0.04 ± 0.01 0.2 ± 0.05
13.4.4.3 Project-Select Queries
The results of the projection-select queries are given in Table 13.1. All numbers are
the average ADM score ± the standard deviation for the 100 random experiments.
All the ADM numbers are rather small, only for mushroom do they get above 0.2.
Two important observations can be made from this table. Firstly, as for the pro-
jection and selection queries reported on above, the ADM scores get only slightly
worse when the query results get smaller: “Select 2, Project out 3” has slightly worse
ADM scores than “Select 1, Project out 1”. Secondly, even more importantly, com-
bining algebra operators only degrades the ADM scores slightly. This can be seen
if we compare the results for “Project out 3” on letRecog in Figure 13.6 with the
“Select 1, Project out 3” and “Select 2, Project out 3” queries in Table 13.1 on the
same data set. These results are very comparable, the combination effect is small and
mostly due to the smaller result sets. While not shown here, the same observation
holds for the other data sets.
To give insight in the distribution of the ADM scores of the “Select 2, Project
out 3” queries on the connect data set are given in Figure 13.8. From this ﬁgure we
see that if we choose ε = 0.2, δ = 0.08. In other words, KRIMP∗ is a pretty good
approximation of KRIMP. Almost always the approximation is less than 20% worse
than the optimal result. The remaining question is, of course, how much faster is
KRIMP∗? This is illustrated in Table 13.2.
Fig. 13.8 Histogram of 100
Project-Select Queries on
connect
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Table 13.2 Relative number of candidates for KRIMP∗
Relative #candidates connect adult chessBig letRecog mushroom
Select 1 Project out 1 0.01 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.002 0.21 ± 0.012 0.01 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.001
Project out 3 0.01 ± 0.001 0.01 ± 0.004 0.26 ± 0.031 0.02 ± 0.004 0.01 ± 0.001
Select 2 Project out 1 0.01 ± 0.001 0.03 ± 0.003 0.76 ± 0.056 0.02 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.002
Project out 3 0.01 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.008 0.96 ± 0.125 0.02 ± 0.004 0.03 ± 0.003
Table 13.2 gives the average number of candidates KRIMP∗ has to consider rel-
ative to those that the full KRIMP run has to consider. Since, both KRIMP∗ and
KRIMP are linear in the number of candidates, this table shows that the speed-up is
considerable; a factor of 100 is often attained; except for chessBig were the query
results get small and, thus, have few frequent item sets. The experiments are those
that are reported on in Table 13.1.
13.4.4.4 Select-Project-Join Queries
The results for the select-project-join queries are very much in line with the results
reported on above. In fact, they are even better. Since the join leads to rather large
results, the ADM score is almost always zero: in only 15 of the 400 experiments the
score is non-zero (average of non-zero values is 1%). The speed-up is also in line
with the numbers reported above, a factor of 100 is again often attained.
13.4.5 Discussion
As noted in the previous section, the speed-up of KRIMP∗ is easily seen. The number
of candidates that KRIMP∗ has to consider is often a factor 100 smaller than those
that the full KRIMP run has to consider. Given that the algorithm is linear in the
number of candidates, this means a speed-up by a factor 100. In fact, one should
also note that for KRIMP∗, we do not have to run a frequent item set miner. In other
words, in practice, using KRIMP∗ is even faster than suggested by the Speed-up
scores.
But, how about the other goal: how good is the approximation? That is, how
should one interpret ADM scores? Except for some outliers, ADM scores are be-
low 0.2. That is, a full-ﬂedged KRIMP run compresses the data set 20% better than
KRIMP∗. As noted when we introduced the ADM score, this about as good as one
can expect, such a percentage shows the natural variation in the data. Hence, given
that the average ADM scores are often much lower we conclude that the approxi-
mation by KRIMP∗ is good.
In other words, the experiments verify our hypothesis: KRIMP∗ gives a fast and
good approximation of KRIMP. The experiments show this for simple “project-
select-join” queries, but as noticed with the results of the “project-select” queries,
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the effect of combining algebra operators is small. If the result set is large enough,
the approximation is good.
13.5 Comparing the two Approaches
In this chapter, we introduced two ways in which the models present in an inductive
database DB help in computing the models on the results of a query Q on the data in
that database. The ﬁrst, if applicable, gives results without consulting Q(DB). The
result is computed directly from the modelsMT induced on the tables used byQ. For
the relational algebra we formalised this by lifting the relational algebra operators
to the set of all models.
The second approach does allow access to Q(DB). The induction algorithmA lg
is transformed into an algorithm A lg∗ that takes at least two inputs, i.e, both Q and
MDB, such that:
1. A lg∗ gives a reasonable approximation of A lg when applied to Q, i.e.,
A lg∗(Q,MDB)≈MQ
2. A lg∗(Q,MDB) is simpler to compute thanMQ.
The ﬁrst requirement was formalised using MDL into the requirement:
P





for reasonably small ε and δ . The second requirement was simply interpreted as a
signiﬁcant speed-up in computation.
Clearly, when applicable, the ﬁrst approach is to be preferred above the second
approach. Firstly because it doesn’t even require the computation of Q(DB), and is,
hence, likely to be much faster. Secondly, because an algebraic structure on the set
of all models opens up many more possible applications.
In this chapter, we investigated both approaches on item sets. More precisely,
we investigated lifting the relational algebra operators to sets of frequent item sets.
Moreover, we transformed our KRIMP algorithm to investigate the second approach.
As noted already in Section 13.3, lifting the relational algebra operators to sets
of frequent item sets has its problems. Only for the projection it works well. For the
selection operator we get a reasonable approximation. Reasonable in the sense that
we can put a bound on the error of the approximated support; an upper bound that
is determined by the minimal support threshold. Since this bound is an upperbound,
this means that we may declare too many item sets to be frequent. If we declare an
item set to be infrequent, it is infrequent on the result of the selection.
The join operator, unfortunately, can not be lifted at all. Not even if we provide
extra information by giving access to the frequent item sets on the “blown-up” ver-
sion of the underlying tables. In that case, we again only have an upperbound on
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the support. That is, again, we declare too many item sets to be frequent. In the case
of the join, however, there is no bound on the error. For, if I1 has a high support
on T 21 = πT1(T1  T2), say n1, while I2 has a high support on T
1
2 = πT2(T1  T2),
say n2, then the computed upperbound on the support of (I1, I2) on T1  T2 will be
n1× n2, while there may be no transaction in T1  T2 which actually supports this
pair! Again, if we declare an item set to be infrequent on the join, it is infrequent.
Again as noted before, the reason for this failure is that sets of frequent item sets
are an inherently lossy model. As our analysis above shows, this loss of information
makes us overestimate the support of item sets on Q(DB), in the case of the join
with an unbounded error.
The transformation of KRIMP proved to be far more successful. The algorithm
KRIMP∗, which is simply KRIMP with a restricted set of candidates proved in the ex-
periments to be much faster and provide models which approximate the true model
very well. Given the lack of success for frequent item sets, this is a surprising result.
For, from earlier research [15] we know that the code tables produced by KRIMP
determine the support of all item sets rather accurately. More precisely, in that paper
we showed that these code tables can be used to generate a new code table. The
support of an arbitrary frequent item set in this generated database, say DBgen, is
almost always almost equal to the support of that item set in the original database,
say DBorig. As usual, this sentence is probably more clear in its mathematical for-
mulation:
P
(|supDBorig(I)− supDBgen(I)|> ε)< δ
This surprise raises two immediate questions:
1. Why does transforming KRIMP work and
2. Can we transform frequent item set mining?
The reason that transforming KRIMP work is ﬁrstly exactly the fact that it deter-
mines the support of all item sets so well. Given a code table, which KRIMP∗ pro-
duces, we know the support of these item sets. Clearly, as for the set of frequent
item sets, this means that we will overestimate the support of item sets on the re-
sult of a query. However, different from the lifting approach, we do allow access to
the query result and, hence, the overestimation can be corrected. This is the second
reason why transforming KRIMP works.
This reasoning makes the question “Can we transform item set mining?” all the
more relevant. Unfortunately, the answer to this question is probably not. This can
be easily seen from the join. The input for the transformed item set miner would be
the joined tables as well as the Cartesian product of the sets of frequent item sets
on the “blown-up” individual tables. This set of candidate frequent item sets will be
prohibitively large, far larger than the ﬁnal set of item sets that is frequent on the
join. Hence, checking all these candidates will be more expensive than computing
only the frequent ones efﬁciently.
Pruning the set of candidates while searching for the frequent ones requires a data
structure that stores all candidates. Whenever, we can prune, a set of candidates
has to be physically deleted from this data structure. The normal item set miners
do not even generate most of these pruned candidates. In this approach we would
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ﬁrst generate and then delete them. In other words, it is highly unlikely that this
approach will have a performance similar to the best item set miners. Let alone that
it will be signiﬁcantly more efﬁcient than these algorithms, as is required by the
transformation approach.
In turn, this reasoning points to the third reason why transforming KRIMP works.
The code tables KRIMP produces are small, far smaller than the set of frequent
item sets. Hence, checking the support of all candidates suggested by KRIMP is not
detrimental for the efﬁciency of KRIMP∗.
From this discussion we can derive the following succinct all-encompassing rea-
son why transforming KRIMP works. KRIMP produces, relatively, small code tables
that capture the support of all item sets rather well, such that checking the set of all
suggested candidates is rather cheap.
Note that the comparison of the two approaches for a single case, i.e., that of
item sets does not imply at all that the second approach is inherently superior to the
ﬁrst one. In fact, we already argued at the start of this section that the ﬁrst approach,
if applicable, is to be preferred above the second one. Moreover, in [12] we argued
that the ﬁrst approach is applicable for the discovery of Bayesian networks from
data. In other words, the ﬁrst approach is a viable approach.
A conclusion we can, tentatively, draw from the discussion in this section is that
for either approach to work, the models should capture the data distribution well.
13.6 Conclusions and Prospects for Further Research
In this chapter we introduced a problem that has received little attention in the lit-
erature on inductive databases or in the literature on data mining in general. This
question is: does knowing models on the database help in inducing models on the
result of a query on that database?
We gave two approaches to solve this problem, induced by two interpretations of
“help”. The ﬁrst, more elegant, one produces results without access to the result of
the query. The second one does allow access to this result.
We investigated both approaches for item set mining. It turned out that the ﬁrst
approach is not applicable to frequent item set mining, while the second one pro-
duced good experimental results for our KRIMP algorithm. In Section 13.5 we dis-
cussed this failure and success. The ﬁnal tentative conclusion of this discussion is:
for either approach to work, the models should capture the data distribution well.
This conclusion points directly to other classes of models that may be good can-
didates for either approach, i.e., those models that capture a detailed picture of the
data distribution. One example are Bayesian networks already discussed in [12].
Just as interesting, if not even more, are models based on bagging or boosting or
similar approaches. Such models do not concentrate all effort on the overall data
distribution, but also take small selections with their own distribution into account.
Hence, for such models one would expect that, e.g., lifting the selection operator
should be relatively straight forward.
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This is an example for a much broader research agenda: For which classes of
models and algorithms do the approaches work? Clearly, we have only scratched
the surface of this topic. Another, similarly broad, area for further research is: Are
there other, better, ways to formalise “help”?
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